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RIBBON-CLASP SURFACE-LINKS AND NORMAL
FORMS OF SINGULAR SURFACE-LINKS
SEIICHI KAMADA AND KENGO KAWAMURA
Abstract. We introduce the notion of a ribbon-clasp surface-
link, which is a generalization of a ribbon surface-link. We gen-
eralize the notion of a normal form on embedded surface-links to
the case of immersed surface-links and prove that any (immersed)
surface-link can be described in a normal form. It is known that
an embedded surface-link is a ribbon surface-link if and only if it
can be described in a symmetric normal form. We prove that an
(immersed) surface-link is a ribbon-clasp surface-link if and only
if it can be described in a symmetric normal form. We also intro-
duce the notion of a ribbon-clasp normal form, which is a simpler
version of a symmetric normal form.
1. Introduction
In this paper an immerse surface-knot or simply a surface-knotmeans
a closed connected and oriented surface generically immersed in R4.
When it is embedded, we also call it an embedded surface-knot. A
surface-link is a disjoint union of surface-knots. Two surface-links are
said to be equivalent if they are ambient isotopic.
A surface-link is called trivial or unknotted if it is the boundary of
a disjoint union of embedded handlebodies in R4. A surface-link is
called ribbon if it is the boundary of immersed handlebodies in R4 whose
multiple point set is a union of ribbon singularities. (The definition of a
ribbon singularity is given in Section 2. For an immersion f : M → R4
of a compact 3-manifold M , the boundary of the immersed 3-manifold
f(M) means the image f(∂M) of the boundary ∂M of M .)
Definition 1.1. A surface-link is ribbon-clasp if it is the boundary of
immersed handlebodies in R4 whose multiple point set is a union of
ribbon singularities and clasp singularities.
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The definition of a clasp singularity is given in Section 2. By def-
inition, a trivial surface-link is ribbon, and a ribbon surface-link is
ribbon-clasp.
Let F be a ribbon-clasp surface-link and let f : M → R4 be an
immersion of handlebodies M with F = f(∂M) such that the multiple
point set is a union of ribbon singularities and c (≥ 0) clasp singular-
ities. There are two double points of F in each clasp singularity, and
one of them is a positive double point and the other is negative. Thus
F has c positive double points and c negative double points, and the
normal Euler number of F is zero.
Theorem 1.2. For a surface-link F , the following conditions are equiv-
alent.
(1) F is a ribbon-clasp surface-link.
(2) F is obtained from a ribbon surface-link by finger moves.
(3) F is obtained from a trivial 2-link by 1-handle surgeries and
finger moves.
(4) F is obtained from an M-trivial 2-link by 1-handle surgeries.
1-handle surgeries, finger moves and M-trivial 2-links are explained
in Section 2 and Theorem 1.2 is proved in Section 3.
In Section 4 we define a normal form for a ribbon-clasp surface-
link called a ribbon-clasp normal form in terms of the motion picture
method. We prove the following theorem in Section 5.
Theorem 1.3. A surface-link is ribbon-clasp if and only if it is equiv-
alent to a surface-link in a ribbon-clasp normal form.
In Section 4 we also define a normal form for a (singular) surface-link.
It is a generalization of a normal form for an embedded surface-link
defined in Kawauchi-Shibuya-Suzuki [5].
Theorem 1.4. Any surface-link F is equivalent to a surface-link F ′ in
a normal form. Moreover, for any non-negative integers c′+, c
′
−
, c′′+ and
c′′
−
such that c′+ + c
′′
+ is the number of positive double points of F and
c′
−
+ c′′
−
is the number of negative double points of F , we may assume
that F ′ has c′+ positive double points and c
′
−
negative double points in
R
3× [0,∞) and c′′+ positive double points and c
′′
−
negative double points
in R3 × (−∞, 0].
When F is an embedded surface-link, Theorem 1.4 is the theorem
on normal forms given in [5] (cf. [4]).
We say that a surface-link is in a symmetric normal form if it is
in a normal form and it is symmetric with respect to the hyperplane
R
3 × {0}.
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Theorem 1.5. A surface-link is ribbon-clasp if and only if it is equiv-
alent to a surface-link in a symmetric normal form.
When F is an embedded surface-link, the above theorem is the char-
acterization of a ribbon surface-link due to Kawauchi-Shibuya-Suzuki
[6].
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we give definitions of a ribbon singularity, a clasp
singularity, a 1-handle surgery, a finger move and an M-trivial 2-link.
Let M be a compact 3-manifold with non-empty boundary and f :
M → R4 an immersion ofM into R4. Let ∆ be a connected component
of the multiple point set {x ∈ f(M) | #f−1(x) ≥ 2} ⊂ R4.
We say that ∆ is a ribbon singularity if ∆ is a 2-disk in R4 and the
preimage of ∆ is the disjoint union of embedded 2-disks ∆1 and ∆2 in
M such that ∆1 is properly embedded in M and ∆2 is embedded in
the interior of M . Figure 1 shows a local model of a ribbon singularity
and a motion picture.
Figure 1. A local model of a ribbon singularity
We say that ∆ is a clasp singularity if ∆ is a 2-disk in R4 and the
preimage of ∆ is the disjoint union of embedded 2-disks ∆1 and ∆2 in
M such that for each i ∈ {1, 2}, ∂∆i is the union of two arcs αi and
βi, where αi is a properly embedded arc in M and βi is a simple arc in
∂M which connects endpoints of αi. Figure 2 shows a local model of a
clasp singularity and a motion picture.
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Figure 2. A local model of a clasp singularity
Let F be a surface-link. A chord attaching to F means an unoriented
simple arc γ in R4 such that F ∩γ = ∂γ, which misses the double points
of F . Two chords are equivalent or homotopic with respect to F if they
are homotopic through chords attaching to F .
A 1-handle attaching to F means an embedded 3-disk B in R4 such
that F ∩ B is the union of a pair of mutually disjoint 2-disks in ∂B,
F ∩ B misses the double points of F , and the orientation of F ∩ B
induced from ∂B is opposite to the orientation induced from F . Put
h(F ;B) := Cl(F ∪ ∂B − F ∩ B),
which we call the surface-link obtained from F by a 1-handle surgery
along B. (Here Cl means the closure.) Two 1-handles attaching to
F are said to be equivalent if they are ambient isotopic by an isotopy
of R4 keeping F setwise fixed. It is known that 1-handles attaching
to F are equivalent if and only if their cores are equivalent as chords
attaching to F . (Boyle [1] and Hosokawa-Kawauchi [3]). For a chord
γ attaching to F , we denote by h(F ; γ) the surface-link obtained from
F by a 1-handle surgery along a 1-handle whose core is γ.
A finger move is the inverse operation of theWhitney trick (cf. [2, 7]).
Here we use an alternative definition using a Montesinos twin and 1-
handle surgeries. A Montesinos twin is a surface-link which is the
boundary of a pair of embedded oriented 3-disks B31 and B
3
2 with a
single ribbon singularity between B31 and B
3
2 . It has a positive double
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point and a negative double point. The equivalence class, as a surface-
link, of a Montesinos twin is unique. We denote by T a Montesinos
twin.
Let F be a surface-link. Let U be a 4-disk in R4 disjoint from F . Put
a Montesinos twin T = S1 ∪ S2 in U and let B
3
1 and B
3
2 be embedded
3-disks in U with a clasp singularity with Si = ∂B
3
i (i ∈ {1, 2}). Take
a point p1 ∈ S1 − S1 ∩ S2, a point p2 ∈ S2 − S1 ∩ S2 and two distinct
points q1, q2 of F missing the double points of F . Let γ1 and γ2 be
oriented chords attaching to F ∪M such that for i ∈ {1, 2}, γi starts
from pi and terminates at qi and γi ∩ (B
3
1 ∪ B
3
2) = {pi}. Let F
′ be
the surface-link obtained from F ∪ T by 1-handle surgeries along two
1-handles whose cores are γ1 and γ2. Let γ be a chord attaching to F
which is a concatenation of γ−11 , a simple arc from p1 to p2 in U and
γ2. We say that F
′ is obtained from F by a finger move along γ, which
we denote by f(F ; γ). It is seen that if γ and γ′ are equivalent chords
attaching to F then f(F ; γ) is equivalent to f(F ; γ′).
Definition 2.1. An M-trivial 2-link is a surface-link which is a split
union of a trivial 2-link and some (or no) Montesinos twins.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose (1). Let F be a ribbon-clasp surface-
link. Let f : M → R4 be an immersion of handlebodies M with F =
f(∂M) whose multiple point set is a union of ribbon singularities and
clasp singularities. Let ∆1, . . . ,∆c be the clasp singularities, and for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , c}, let ∆i1 and ∆i2 be the 2-disks inM with f
−1(∆i) =
∆i1∪∆i2. Let Nij (i ∈ {1, . . . , c}, j ∈ {1, 2}) be a regular neighborhood
of ∆ij in M and let Dij be the properly embedded 2-disk in M with
Dij = Cl(∂Nij ∩ IntM). Let Dij × [0, 1] be a regular neighborhood of
Dij in Cl(M − Nij). Put M0 = Cl(M − ∪i,j(Nij ∪ Dij × [0, 1]) where
i and j run over all i ∈ {1, . . . , c} and j ∈ {1, 2}. Let f0 : M0 → R
4
be the restriction of f to M0. Since M0 is a 3-manifold homeomorphic
to M , which is a union of handlebodies. The multiple point set of the
immersion f0 is a union of ribbon singularities, and F0 := f0(∂M0) is a
ribbon surface-link. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , c}, let Ti := f(∂Ni1 ∪ ∂Ni2),
which is a Montesinos twin. The image f(Dij × [0, 1]) is a 1-handle
attaching to F0 ∪ (∪iTi), and we see that F is obtained from F0 by
finger moves using T1, . . . , Tc and 1-handles f(Dij × [0, 1]). Thus we
have (2).
Suppose (2). Let F be obtained from a ribbon surface-link F0 by
finger moves. The ribbon surface-link F0 is obtained from a trivial 2-
link, say F00, by 1-handle surgeries. More precisely, there are mutually
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disjoint 1-handles, say B1, . . . , Bn, attaching to F00 and the surgery
result is F0. If necessary modifying the finger moves, we may assume
that the chords attaching to F0 along which the finger moves are applied
are disjoint from the 1-handles B1, . . . , Bn. Then we can apply the 1-
handle surgeries along B1, . . . , Bn and the finger moves simultaneously
to F00. Thus we have (3). Since F00 ∪ (∪iTi) is an M-trivial 2-link, we
also have (4).
Suppose (3). Let F be obtained from a trivial 2-link by 1-handle
surgeries and finger moves. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that F is obtained from a trivial 2-link by 1-handle surgeries first and
then by finger moves, namely, F is obtained from a ribbon surface-link
F0 by finger moves. Thus we have (2).
Suppose (4). Let F be obtained from an M-trivial 2-link F ′ by 1-
handle surgeries. There is an immersion f ′ :M ′ → R4 with f ′(∂M ′) =
F ′ such that M ′ is a disjoint union of 3-disks and the multiple point
set of f ′ is a union of clasp singularities. Modifying the cores of the
1-handles attaching to F ′ used to obtain F , we assume that the cores
intersect with f ′(M ′) in general position. Then we have an immersion
f : M → R4 with f(∂M) = F which is an extension of f ′ such that M
is a disjoint union of handlebodies and the multiple point set of f is a
union of clasp singularities and ribbon singularities. Thus we have (1).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
4. Normal Forms
First we prepare some terminologies. We allow a link to be empty,
which we call the empty link and denote it by ∅.
Let L be a link and let D = {D1, . . . , Dm} be a set of mutually dis-
joint m (≥ 1) oriented 2-disks in R3 with L∩Di = ∅ for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
We say that the link L∪(∪i∂Di) is obtained from L by a 0-surgery along
D. We also say that L is obtained from L ∪ (∪i∂Di) by a 2-surgery.
Let L be a link and let D = {D1, . . . , Dm} be a set of mutually
disjoint oriented 2-disks in R3 such that for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, Di is a
band attaching to L. We say that the link
h(L;D) := Cl(L ∪ (∪i∂Di)− L ∩ (∪i∂Di))
is obtained from L by a 1-surgery. A 1-surgery is also called surgery
or band surgeries. (A band attaching to L is an oriented 2-disk D in
R
3 such that L ∩ D is the union of a pair of mutually disjoint arcs in
∂D and the orientation of L ∩ ∂D induced from ∂D is opposite to the
orientation induced from L.)
Let L be a link and let (hs | s ∈ [0, 1]) be an ambient isotopy
of R3, i.e., each hs : R
3 → R3 is a homeomorphism and h0 = id.
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When L′ = h1(L), we say that L
′ is obtained from L by an isotopic
deformation. When each hs is the identity map, we call the isotopic
deformation the identity deformation.
Let L be a link and let L′ be obtained from L by applying some
crossing changes. There is a homotopy (gs : M
1 → R3 | s ∈ [0, 1])
of the source circles M1 of the link into R3 with g0(M
1) = L and
g1(M
1) = L′ such that each gs, except s = 1/2, is an embedding of M
1
and at s = 1/2 intersections occur. We call such a homotopy a crossing
change deformation. It is called a simple crossing change deformation
if exactly one crossing change occurs.
A link transformation from L to L′, denoted by L→ L′, means one
of the following transformation changing L to L′:
(1) an isotopic deformation by an ambient isotopy (hs | s ∈ [0, 1])
of R3,
(2) a k-surgery along D for some k ∈ {0, 1, 2},
(3) a crossing change deformation by a homotopy (gs | s ∈ [0, 1]).
For an interval [a, b] (a < b), the realizing surface of L→ L′ in R3×[a, b]
is a compact oriented surface, say F , such that
(1) for an isotopic deformation by an ambient isotopy (hs | s ∈
[0, 1]) of R3, F ∩ R3 × {t} = hs(L) × {t} for t ∈ [a, b], where
s = (t− a)/(b− a),
(2) for a k-surgery along D = {D1, . . . , Dm} for some k ∈ {0, 1, 2},
F ∩ R3 × {t} =


h(L;D)× {t} for m ∈ ((a+ b)/2, b]
L ∪ (∪iDi)× {t} for m = (a+ b)/2
L× {t} for m ∈ [a, (a+ b)/2),
(3) for a crossing change deformation by a homotopy (gs | s ∈
[0, 1]), F ∩ R3 × {t} = gs(L) × {t} for t ∈ [a, b], where s =
(t− a)/(b− a).
We denote the realizing surface by F (L→ L′)[a,b].
A link transformation sequence is a sequence of link transformations
L : L1 → L2 → · · · → Lm. A division of an interval [a, b] of length m is
a sequence of real numbers t1, t2, . . . , tm with a = t1 < t2 < · · · < tm =
b. The realizing surface of a link transformation sequence L : L1 →
L2 → · · · → Lm in R
3 × [a, b] with a division t1, t2, . . . , tm is the union
of the realizing surfaces F (Li → Li+1)[ti,ti+1] for i = 1, . . . , m− 1. It is
a surface in R3 × [a, b], which we denote by F (L)[t1,...,tm] or F (L)[a,b].
We call a link L an H-trivial link with m Hopf links if it is a split
union of a trivial link and m Hopf links for some m ≥ 0.
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We say that a link transformation L → L′ is a Hopf-splitting de-
formation when L → L′ is a crossing change deformation such that
each crossing change occurs for a Hopf link to change it into a triv-
ial 2-component link. A simple Hopf-splitting deformation is a Hopf-
splitting deformation that changes exactly one Hopf link to a trivial
2-component link.
Note that when L → L′ is a Hopf-splitting deformation from an H-
trivial link L with m Hopf links to a trivial link L′, the number of
crossing changes is m.
Let L → L′ be a link transformation that is a 1-surgery along D =
{D1, . . . , Dm}. When #L
′ = #L −m, we call it a 1-surgery of fusion
type. When #L′ = #L+m, we call it a 1-surgery of fission type.
Definition 4.1. A surface-link F is in a ribbon-clasp normal form if it
is the realizing surface of a link transformation sequence
L : ∅ → O → L→ L0 → L→ O → ∅
in R3 × [−3, 3] with a division −3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3 satisfying the fol-
lowing conditions.
(1) O is a trivial link and O → ∅ is a 2-surgery.
(2) L is an H-trivial link and L → O is a Hopf-splitting deforma-
tion.
(3) L0 is a link and L0 → L is a 1-surgery.
(4) The realizing surface is symmetric with respect to R3 × {0}.
Example 4.2. Figure 3 shows a surface-knot in a ribbon-clasp normal
form.
t=1 t=1.5t=0t=0.5 t=0.5t=-1t=-1.5 t=2 t=2.5 t=3t=-3 t=-2.5 t=-2
Figure 3. A surface-link in a ribbon-clasp normal form
The following is the definition of a normal form for a (singular)
surface-link.
Definition 4.3. Let F be a surface-link with µ components and g total
genus. We say that F is in a normal form if it is the realizing surface
of a link transformation sequence
L : ∅ → O− → L− → K− → L0 → K+ → L+ → O+ → ∅
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in R3 × [−4, 4] with a division −4,−3, · · · , 3, 4 satisfying the following
conditions.
(1) O− and O+ are trivial links, ∅ → O− is a 0-surgery and O+ → ∅
is a 2-surgery.
(2) L− and L+ are H-trivial links, O− → L− is the inverse of a
Hopf-splitting deformation, and L+ → O+ is a Hopf-splitting
deformation.
(3) K− and K+ are links with µ components, L− → K− is a 1-
surgery of fusion type and K+ → L+ is a 1-surgery of fission
type.
(4) L0 is a link with µ+ g components, K− → L0 is a 1-surgery of
fission type and L0 → K+ is a 1-surgery of fusion type.
(5) Let D−− (D−, D+ or D++, resp.) be the set of bands used for
the 1-surgery L− → K− (K− → L0, L0 → K+ or K+ → L+,
resp.). Then any band in D−− is disjoint from any band in D−,
and any band in D++ is disjoint from any band in D+.
Let F be in a normal form. Let c′+, c
′
−
, c′′+ and c
′′
−
be non-negative
integers such that F has c′+ positive double points and c
′
−
negative
double points in R3 × [0,∞) and c′′+ positive double points and c
′′
−
negative double points in R3 × (−∞, 0]. Then c′+ is the number of
negative Hopf links in L+, c
′
−
is the number of positive Hopf links in
L+, c
′′
+ is the number of positive Hopf links in L− and c
′′
−
is the number
of negative Hopf links in L−.
Example 4.4. The surface-knot illustrated in Figure 4 is an immersed
2-sphere called a negative standard singular 2-knot, which we denote
by S−. It has a negative double point.
t=0t=-1 t=1
Figure 4. A negative standard singular 2-knot
(1) When we take c′
−
= 1 and c′+ = c
′′
+ = c
′′
−
= 0, we have a surface-
knot in a normal form illustrated in Figure 5 which is equivalent to S−.
It is a realizing surface of a link transformation sequence
L : ∅ → O− → L− → K− → L0 → K+ → L+ → O+ → ∅
such that O− = L− = K− = L0 = K+ is a trivial knot, L+ is a positive
Hopf link, and O+ is a trivial 2-component link.
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t=1.5 t=2 t=3.5t=3t=2.5 t=4t=-4 t=-3.5 t=-3
Figure 5. A negative standard singular 2-knot in a nor-
mal form
(2) When we take c′′
−
= 1 and c′+ = c
′
−
= c′′+ = 0, we have a surface-
knot in a normal form illustrated in Figure 6 which is equivalent to S−.
It is a realizing surface of a link transformation sequence
L : ∅ → O− → L− → K− → L0 → K+ → L+ → O+ → ∅
such that O− is a trivial 2-component link, L− is a negative Hopf link,
and K− = L0 = K+ = L+ = O+ is a trivial knot.
t=-2.5 t=-2t=-3 t=-1.5 t=3 t=3.5 t=4t=-3.5t=-4
Figure 6. A negative standard singular 2-knot in an-
other normal form
Example 4.5. Figure 7 shows a Montesinos twin in a symmetric nor-
mal form, which is a realizing surface of a link transformation sequence
L : ∅ → O → L→ K → L0 → K → L→ O → ∅
such that O is a trivial 2-component link and L = K = L0 is a positive
Hopf link.
t=-2.5 t=0 t=2.5 t=3 t=3.5 t=4t=-3.5 t=-3t=-4
Figure 7. A Montesinos twin in a normal form
The surface-link in a symmetric normal form in Figure 7 has c′
−
=
c′′+ = 1 and c
′
+ = c
′′
−
= 0. Since a Montesinos twin is equivalent to
its mirror image, by considering the mirror image in each cross section
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in the motion picture of Figure 7, we have a Montesinos twin in a
symmetric normal form with c′
−
= c′′+ = 0 and c
′
+ = c
′′
−
= 1.
5. Proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We show that a ribbon-clasp surface-link F is
equivalent to a surface-link in a ribbon-clasp normal form. By Theo-
rem 1.2, F is obtained from an M-trivial 2-link by 1-handle surgeries.
The M-trivial 2-link is equivalent to a surface-link F ′ in a ribbon-clasp
normal form which is the realizing surface of a link transformation
sequence
L′ : ∅ → O′ → L′ → L′ → L′ → O′ → ∅
in R3 × [−3, 3] with division −3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3 such that L′ → L′ →
L′ consists of the identity deformations. Thus, F is equivalent to a
surface-link obtained from F ′ by 1-handle surgeries. Deforming the
cores of the 1-handles up to equivalence, we may assume that the cores,
say γ1, . . . , γm, are in R
3 × {0}. Let D1, . . . , Dm be bands attaching
to L′ in R3 whose cores are γ˜1, . . . , γ˜m, where γ˜i (i ∈ {1, . . . , m}) is
an arc in R3 with γ˜i × {0} = γi. Put Bi := Di × [−1/2, 1/2], and we
have 1-handles B1, . . . , Bm attaching to F
′. Since the 1-handles are
equivalent to the original 1-handles attaching to F ′, the surface-link F
is equivalent to the surface-link obtained from F ′ by 1-handle surgeries
along B1, . . . , Bm, which is in a ribbon-clasp normal form.
We show that a surface-link F in a ribbon-clasp normal form is a
ribbon-clasp surface-link. Suppose that F is the realizing surface of a
link transformation sequence
L : ∅ → O → L→ L0 → L→ O → ∅
in R3 × [−3, 3] with division −3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3 satisfying the con-
ditions of Definition 4.1. Let F ′ be the realizing surface of the link
transformation sequence
L′ : ∅ → O → L→ L→ L→ O → ∅
in R3×[−3, 3] with division −3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3 which is obtained from
L by replacing L→ L0 → L with the identity deformations L→ L→
L. Then F ′ is an M-trivial 2-link. Note that F is obtained from F ′
by 1-handles surgeries. (Let D = {D1, . . . , Dm} be the set of bands
attaching to L along which the 1-surgery L → L0 is applied. Then
D1 × [−1/2, 1/2], . . . , Dm × [−1/2, 1/2] are 1-handles attaching to F
′,
and F is obtained from F ′ by surgery along these 1-handles.) By
Theorem 1.2, F is a ribbon-clasp surface-link. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. First we show that a ribbon-clasp surface-link
is equivalent to a surface-link in a symmetric normal form. Let F be a
ribbon-clasp surface-link. By Theorem 1.3, we may assume that F is
in a ribbon-clasp normal form such that it is the realizing surface of a
link transformation sequence
L : ∅ → O → L→ L→ L0 → L→ L→ O → ∅
in R3 × [−4, 4] with division −4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 satisfying the
conditions of Definition 4.1 with the identity deformation L→ L. Let
D be the set of bands attaching to L→ L0 along which the 1-surgery
L→ L0 is applied. Let F = F1∪· · ·∪Fµ, where Fi is the ith component
of F . The link L is divided into µ sub-links L1, . . . , Lµ such that Li
is the cross-section of Fi at t = −2. Choose a subset D
′′ of D such
that when we put K := h(L;D′′), the 1-surgery L → K along D′′ is a
1-surgery of fusion type and the number of components of K is µ. Let
D′ = D −D′′. Let
L′ : ∅ → O → L→ K → L0 → K → L→ O → ∅
be the link transformation sequence obtained from L by replacing L→
L → L0 → L → L by L → K → L0 → K → L where L → K is
the 1-surgery along D′′ and K → L0 is the 1-surgery along D
′. By
an argument in [5], we may assume that K → L0 is a 1-surgery of
fission type and the number of components of L0 is µ + g. Then F is
equivalent to the realizing surface of D′′ in R3 × [−4, 4] with division
−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, which is in a symmetric normal form.
We show that a surface-link in a symmetric normal form is a ribbon-
clasp surface-link. Let F be a surface-link, with µ components and g
total genus, in a symmetric normal form, i.e., it is the realizing surface
of a link transformation sequence
L : ∅ → O → L→ K → L0 → K → L→ O → ∅
in R3 × [−4, 4] with division −4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 satisfying the
following conditions.
(1) O is a trivial link and O → ∅ is a 2-surgery.
(2) L is an H-trivial link and L → O is a Hopf-splitting deforma-
tion.
(3) K is a link with µ components and K → L is a 1-surgery of
fission type.
(4) L0 is a link with µ+ g components and L0 → K is a 1-surgery
of fusion type.
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(5) Let D′ (or D′′) be the set of bands along which the 1-surgery
L0 → K (orK → L) is applied. Then any band of D
′′ is disjoint
from any band of D′.
(6) The realizing surface is symmetric with respect to R3 × {0}.
Put D := D′ ∪ D′′, which is a set of bands attaching to L0 such that
the surgery result is L. Let
L′ : ∅ → O → L→ L→ L0 → L→ L→ O → ∅
be the sequence obtained from L by replacing L→ K → L0 → K → L
with L→ L→ L0 → L→ L where L→ L is the identity deformation,
L0 → L is the 1-surgery along D and L → L0 is its reverse. Then F
is equivalent to the realizing surface of L′ in R3 × [−4, 4] with division
−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. Finally, the surface-link is equivalent to a
surface-link in a ribbon-clasp normal form. 
6. Proof of Theorem 1.4
First we prepare lemmas.
Let L→ L′ be a simple crossing change deformation and let F (L→
L′)[a,b] be the realizing surface in R
3 × [a, b]. Let W be a small 3-disk
in R3 such that W × [a, b] ∩ F (L→ L′)[a,b] = ∅.
Lemma 6.1. In the above situation, there is a link transformation
sequence L : L = L0 → L1 → L2 → L3 → L4 = L
′ satisfying the
following.
(1) F (L → L′)[a,b] is ambient isotopic to F (L)[a,b] by an isotopy of
R
3 × [a, b] rel R3 × {a, b}.
(2) L→ L1 is a 1-surgery along two bands, and L1 is the split union
of a link L˜′ and a Hopf link, where L˜′ is a link equivalent to L′.
(3) L1 → L2 is an isotopic deformation moving L˜′ onto L
′ and
moving the Hopf link into W so that L2 is the split union of L
′
and a Hopf link in W ,
(4) L2 → L3 is a simple Hopf-splitting deformation that changes
the Hopf link in W to a trivial 2-component link in W ,
(5) L3 → L4 is a 2-surgery that eliminates the trivial 2-component
link in W .
Proof. Let U be a 3-disk in R3 which is a regular neighborhood of
the double point of the singular link appearing as the cross-section of
F (L → L′)[a,b] at t = (a + b)/2. The motion picture in the top of
Figure 8 shows the restriction of F (L → L′)[a,b] to U × [a, b] in a case
of a negative double point. Replace it with the surface as shown in the
second and the third lows of Figure 8, namely, which is the realizing
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surface of a sequence L(0) : L = L
(0)
0 → L
(0)
1 → L
(0)
2 → L
(0)
3 → L
(0)
4 = L
′
satisfying the following.
(1) F (L → L′)[a,b] is ambient isotopic to F (L
(0))[a,b] by an isotopy
of R3 × [a, b] rel R3 × {a, b}.
(2) L → L
(0)
1 is a 1-surgery along two bands, and L
(0)
1 is the split
union of a link L˜′ and a Hopf link H(0), where L˜′ is equivalent
to L′.
(3) L
(0)
1 → L
(0)
2 is a simple crossing change deformation between
the components of H(0). Let O
(0)
2 be the trivial 2-component
link obtained from H(0). So L
(0)
2 is a split union of L˜
′ and O
(0)
2 .
(4) L
(0)
2 → L
(0)
3 = L˜
′ is a 2-surgery that eliminates O
(0)
2 .
(5) L
(0)
3 → L
(0)
4 is an isotopy deformation.
We change the sequence L(0) by inserting an isotopic deformation just
after L→ L
(0)
1 such that a small 3-disk in R
3 containing the Hopf link
H(0) is moved into W . Then we obtain a desired sequence L. 
Figure 8. Moving a double point
Let L : L0 → · · · → Lm be a link transformation sequence and let
F (L)[a,b] be the realizing surface in R
3 × [a, b]. Suppose that for some
n, Ln → Ln+1 in L is a simple crossing change deformation. Let W be
a small 3-disk in R3 such that W × [a, b] ∩ F (L)[a,b] = ∅.
Lemma 6.2. In the above situation, there is a link transformation
sequence L(1) : L
(1)
0 → · · · → L
(1)
m+3 satisfying the following.
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(1) F (L)[a,b] is ambient isotopic to F (L
(1))[a,b] by an isotopy of R
3×
[a, b] rel R3 × {a, b}.
(2) For each k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, L
(1)
k−1 → L
(1)
k is the same with Lk−1 →
Lk.
(3) L
(1)
n → L
(1)
n+1 is a 1-surgery along two bands, and L
(1)
n+1 is the
split union of a link L˜n+1 and a Hopf link, where L˜n+1 is a link
equivalent to Ln+1.
(4) L
(1)
n+1 → L
(1)
n+2 is an isotopic deformation moving L˜n+1 onto Ln+1
and moving the Hopf link into W so that L
(1)
n+2 is the split union
of Ln+1 and a Hopf link H in W .
(5) For each k ∈ {n+3, . . . , m+1}, L
(1)
k is the split union of Lk−1
and H, and the link transformation L
(1)
k−1 → L
(1)
k is the same
with Lk−2 → Lk−1 on Lk−2 and the identity on H.
(6) L
(1)
m+1 → L
(1)
m+2 is a simple Hopf-splitting deformation that changes
the Hopf link H to a trivial 2-component link in W .
(7) L
(1)
m+2 → L
(1)
m+3 is a 2-surgery that eliminates the trivial 2-component
link in W . Then L
(1)
m+3 = Lm.
Proof. Applying Lemma 6.1 to Ln → Ln+1, we see that there is a link
transformation sequence L′ : L′0 → · · · → L
′
m+3 satisfying the following.
(1) F (L)[a,b] is ambient isotopic to F (L
′)[a,b] by an isotopy of R
3 ×
[a, b] rel R3 × {a, b}.
(2) For each k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, L′k−1 → L
′
k is the same with Lk−1 →
Lk.
(3) L′n → L
′
n+1 is a 1-surgery along two bands, and L
′
n+1 is the
split union of a link L˜n+1 and a Hopf link, where L˜n+1 is a link
equivalent to Ln+1.
(4) L′n+1 → L
′
n+2 is an isotopic deformation moving L˜n+1 onto Ln+1
and moving the Hopf link intoW so that L′n+2 is the split union
of Ln+1 and a Hopf link H in W .
(5) L′n+2 → L
′
n+3 is a simple Hopf-splitting deformation that changes
the Hopf link H in W to a trivial 2-component link.
(6) L′n+3 → L
′
n+4 is a 2-surgery that eliminates the trivial 2-component
link in W . Then L′n+4 = Ln+1.
(7) For k ∈ {n+5, . . . , m+3}, L′k−1 → L
′
k is the same with Lk−4 →
Lk−3.
By an ambient isotopy, we deform the realizing surface F (L′)[a,b] so that
the simple Hopf-splitting deformation and the 2-surgery in the above
(5) and (6) occur after the link transformations in (7). Then we have
a desired link transformation sequence L(1). 
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let F be a surface-link. Divide the set of posi-
tive (or negative) double points of F into two groups, say G′+ and G
′′
+
(or G′
−
and G′′
−
), with #G′+ = c
′
+ and #G
′′
+ = c
′′
+ (or #G
′
−
= c′
−
and
#G′′
−
= c′′
−
).
By a similar argument with [5], there is a link transformation se-
quence L(0) such that a realizing surface of L(0) is equivalent to F ,
each crossing change deformation is simple, there is no 0-surgery in
L(0) except the first link transformation, and there is no 2-surgery in
L(0) except the last link transformation. (Note that the first link trans-
formation of L(0) is a 0-surgery from the empty link to a trivial link,
and the last link transformation is a 2-surgery from a trivial link to the
empty link.)
Take a double point p1 fromG
′
+∪G
′
−
and let L
(0)
n0 → L
(0)
n0+1
be the sim-
ple crossing change deformation in L(0) whose realizing surface contains
p1. Apply Lemma 6.2 to L
(0) with L
(0)
n0 → L
(0)
n0+1 and we have a link
transformation sequence such that a realizing surface of the sequence
is equivalent to F , each crossing change deformation is simple, and the
last three link transformations are a simple Hopf-splitting deformation
from an H-trivial link to a trivial link, a 2-surgery that eliminates the
trivial 2-component link obtained by the simple Hopf-splitting defor-
mation, and a 2-surgery from a trivial link to the empty link. Combine
the last two link transformations into a link transformation which is
a 2-surgery from a trivial link to the empty link. Let L(1) be the link
transformation sequence. Then L(1) is a link transformation sequence
such that a realizing surface is equivalent to F , each crossing change
deformation is simple, and the last two link transformations are a sim-
ple Hopf-splitting deformation from an H-trivial link to a trivial link
and a 2-surgery from the trivial link to the empty link.
Take a double point p2 from (G
′
+∪G
′
−
)−{p1} and let L
(1)
n1 → L
(1)
n1+1
be
the simple crossing change deformation in L(1) whose realizing surface
contains p2. By the same argument as above, we have a link transfor-
mation sequence L(2) such that a realizing surface of L(2) is equivalent
to F , each crossing change deformation is simple, and the last three
link transformations are a simple Hopf-splitting deformation from an
H-trivial link to an H-trivial link, a simple Hopf-splitting deformation
from the H-trivial link to a trivial link and a 2-surgery from the trivial
link to the empty link.
Continue this procedure until we cover all double points belonging
to G′+ ∪ G
′
−
, and we have a link transformation sequence such that a
realizing surface of the sequence is equivalent to F , each crossing change
deformation is simple, and the last c′++ c
′
−
+1 link transformations are
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c′+ + c
′
−
simple Hopf-splitting deformations from H-trivial links, and a
2-surgery from a trivial link to the empty link.
For this link transformation sequence, we apply a similar argument
on double points belonging to G′′+ ∪ G
′′
−
. However, this time we move
the double points forward in the time direction. Then we have a link
transformation sequence such that a realizing surface of the sequence
is equivalent to F , each crossing change deformation is simple, there is
no 0-surgery in the sequence except the first link transformation, there
is no 2-surgery in the sequence except the last link transformation,
the first c′′+ + c
′′
−
+ 1 link transformations are a 0-surgery from the
empty link to a trivial link and c′′++c
′′
−
inverses of simple Hopf-splitting
deformations, and the last c′++ c
′
−
+1 link transformations are c′++ c
′
−
simple Hopf-splitting deformations and a 2-surgery from a trivial link
to the empty link.
Combine the first c′′+ + c
′′
−
inverses of simple Hopf-splitting deforma-
tions to a Hopf-splitting deformation, and combine the last c′++c
′
−
sim-
ple Hopf-splitting deformations to a Hopf-splitting deformation. Then
we have a link transformation sequence, say L′ : ∅ → O′
−
→ L′
−
→
· · · → L′+ → O
′
+ → ∅, where L
′
−
→ · · · → L′+ is a sequence consist-
ing of 1-surgeries, such that a realizing surface of the sequence L′ is
equivalent to F . Applying the argument in [5] to this sequence with
L′
−
→ · · · → L′+, we obtain a sequence L : ∅ → O− → L− → K− →
L0 → K+ → L+ → O+ → ∅ as desired. 
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